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No Questions Answer  

1. Could you please provide me with a little more information as to the size of storage required and if the storage 
facilities will be only in Major National areas such as Gauteng, Durban Cape Town, Port Elizabeth etc.  
 

Size – Not specified. 

Areas - Refer to page 4 of ‘Annexure A - SARS RFP44-2019 

Technical Bid Specifications’  for tender regions to be covered. 

2. I would like to confirm the size of the storage required / size of the documents need to stored. Mostly A4 documents in soft folders, batches or lever arch files 

stored in boxes with lids. Refer to page 6-7 no 7 “BOX 

REQUIREMENTS”. 

3. In light of the lockdown being extended I just wanted to confirm whether the closing date for the above bid  RFP 

44/2019 is still 4 May  @ 1H00  and if so will  your offices be open in order to deliver bid documents. 

Closing date for the tender is  extended to  the 10 July 2020.  

4. I saw the tender for sars they want a storege  and transport for they're documents ,so I noticed that there's no briefing 

season what must i do to tender as a young lady who's in the business industry. Your reply will be appreciated a lot 

Due  status quo in the RSA of COVID -19 there is no briefing 

session for this tender. 

5. On the tender number RFP 44/2019 region 3 free state and north west  which area will it be a head office for 
storage,(free state or north west) 

SARS requeirement did not specify for biders where their head 

office must be. 

6. Do you also prefer building as your storage or alternative container storage is also allowed SARS specification speaks to a building not container storage. 

7. Are we going to store for the whole free state/northwest SARS offices or for specific offices. Refer to page 4 of ‘Annexure A - SARS RFP44-2019 Technical Bid 
Specifications’  for tender regions to be covered.  

8. Which area should the storage be located? The area is not specified but “The tender will be awarded to a panel 

of successful Bidders on a regional basis.  Bidders are required to 

clearly indicate for which regions they wish to submit a proposal.  

Preference will be given to Bidders with a local footprint (i.e. a 

storage facility) within the region/s for which they submit a proposal.  

“ Refer to page 3 of  of ‘Annexure A - SARS RFP44-2019 Technical 

Bid Specifications’  for tender regions to be covered, number 

3(Regions). 

5. What is the size of the storage space required? Not specified  

 


